ISSUE RECORD

PROJECT INFORMATION

FACADE MATERIALS

EXTERIOR ELEVATION

GENERAL NOTES

1. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
2. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
3. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
4. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
5. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
6. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
7. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
8. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
9. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.
10. All exterior wall/soffit/parapet finishes are to be made of materials specified below.

AREA A

AREA B

EXTERIOR SCONCES @ UNIT & BLDG. ENTRIES, TYP.

DARK BRONZE MTL CORNICE @ PARAPET

MP-01D

LVR-1

ASSUME PAVERS, ALUMINUM RAILINGS, AND PRIVACY

RESIDENTIAL UNIT WINDOWS

EXTERIOR ELEVATION

CB-01C

CB-01C_Siding

FIBERCEMNT - Fiber Cement - smooth panels, exposed fasteners (WHITE)

CB-01C_Wall Panels - ACM, clip installation (BLACK)

FIBERGLASS SINGLE HUNG

FIBERGLASS SLIDING

- 6" - 10" - 160'

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

LAND USE SUBMITTAL
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A300B